Island Hopping in Sweden

Get off the beaten track on Stockholm’s
archipelago, but remember to pack a wetsuit.
BY NANCY HESLIN
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ith 25,000 islands at their
backdoor, it was only a
matter of time before the
sports-mad Swedes figured
out a way to turn their stunning archipelago into a course for competition.
One extreme race format, which enables
access to the Baltic Sea without a boat,
combines running and swimming—no
transition area needed. Forget the marathon; so contagious is this challenge that
even the future Queen of England’s sister,
Pippa Middleton, took part in a craze
sweeping the globe.

The Sports Scene

In Sweden, sport is a national pastime
with half of the country’s 9.5 million
inhabitants devoted to some type of
outdoorsy activity. The Swedish Sports
Confederation (Riksidrottsförbundet)
claims that 45 percent of Swedes between ages 7 and 70 exercise more than
twice a week. Despite the rainy springs
and sub-zero winters that host a mere
three hours of sunlight, 23 percent of the
population still manages to jog regularly,
while one-third cycles to work.
They say this get-up-and-go lifestyle

stems from a single word in the Swedish
constitution, “allemansrätten” or “right
of public access.” It’s not a law but rather
a respected tradition that gives Swedes
access to wander nature freely, including—astonishingly—on private property.
So as long as they “don’t disturb, don’t
destroy,” citizens may camp, pick berries
or run anywhere they please.
There are 119 regularly held running
races throughout the year. The Swedes—
who have a first-rate command of the
English language because they don’t
dub American TV shows—are as advenMARCH 2016 | WOMEN’S RUNNING 59
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turesome as they are fashion-conscious,
and they tend to step up to challenges.
It seems that every weekend you wander
through Stockholm’s central park (Kungsträdgården), marathoners, triathletes or
cyclists are picking up race-day packets
and bibs. The Winter Marathon changes
city every year, the 205-mile St Olavsloppet Sweden-to-Norway race has been
dubbed the “world’s most beautiful
relay” and there’s the 54-hour Täby Extreme Challenge 200-miler. Even among
these serious endurance events, there’s
one race that stands out for its grit.

Swim, Run, Repeat
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When to Race

Sweden’s climate provides a small
window for those of us who lack Scandinavian blood. Late spring and summer
are ideal, with the added bonus of eternal
daylight. The SwimRun season starts with
the 23-mile Üto race the last weekend
in May, and while the thermostat then is
a balmy 70 degrees on land, the water
can be a frigid 46 degrees. (When I
attempted the race, I found it so cold
that I couldn’t straighten my fingers to
put on my hand paddles. My partner had
to force them into the loops before each
swim.) The SwimRun calendar ends with
Ötillö in early September when the Baltic
Sea has warmed (if you’d call it that) to
50 to 60 degrees.

What to Wear

To avoid littering, at every SwimRun,
whatever equipment you start the race
with must still be with you when you
cross the finish line, or you will be disqualified. Each team is required to carry
a first-aid pressure bandage (packed
waterproof), two wetsuits (invest in a decent quality), one compass, a waterproof
map holder and two whistles.
Speaking from experience: Go for a
shorty wetsuit for better range of motion.
Alternatively, you can cut the legs, but
make sure to train like this and don’t
modify your suit last minute (as my team
did). A Merino wool shirt underneath will
be your best friend and grab lightweight
trail shoes that won’t weigh you down
when wet and will provide traction for
running on rock. Swim accessories are
allowed, so you may bring hand paddles
(the bigger the better to add power to
your stroke), or, like Pippa, attach a flotation device to your back. Rope yourself
to your partner to be pulled by her momentum when you lose steam. You’ll also
want goggles and a lightweight hip pack.
A neoprene cap and additional headband
may be lifesavers. Stop by Wolff Wear
Sports on 145 Valhallavägen to get kitted
up.

Fuel to Finish

Sweden was arguably the first Western
country to disregard the formerly trendy
continued on page 62
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The nation that invented dynamite, GPS
and the pacemaker brings us the sport of
SwimRun. Thought up in 2006 by Mats
Skott and Michael Lemmel, the Ötillö
SwimRun World Championship takes
place the first Monday in September.
Ranked as “one of the toughest one-day
endurance races in the world” by CNN,
the course isn’t for the faint of heart.
“Ötillö” means “island to island” and,
in this case, alternating between running
and swimming from dawn to dusk across
26 unchartered islands in the Stockholm
archipelago. Racers traverse dense forest,
scale moss-covered rocks, slide kneedeep in mud and cross near-freezing water. The race is so technically challenging
that one wrong move equals a snapped
ankle or broken wrist—all over the course
of 47 miles.

The kicker? You must run in your
wetsuit and swim in your running shoes
to cover the additional 6.2 miles of
open-water swims, with the longest leg
being a full mile. Teams of two must
remain within 30 feet of each other
throughout. The race may seem impossible, but in addition to attracting Pippa
Middleton, ultramarathon champion Rory
Bosio raced last year, lending these persuasive words on the eve of the experience: “Women need to break their fitness
routine and invigorate themselves with
challenges, even if it’s just, ‘Today, I’m
going to run up that hill.’ And destination
sports are an adventurous way to see the
world.”
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low-fat diet in favor of low-carb nutrition.
New Nordic cuisine rules with pickled
herring, salmon, Swedish meatballs with
lingonberries, Swedish eggs and delicious dark, hearty breads. This all seems
so healthful but it is fantastically counterbalanced by a serious dessert scene,
which fitness-fanatic Swedes indulge in
(along with a post-race beer!). Try the
Prinsesstårta sponge cake filled with jam.
During the race, fueling can be difficult.
While training, my coach recommended I avoid eating mid-workout—even
for long sessions. Energy stations are
few and far between on race day, so it’s
essential for the body to get used to
powering through when hungry. You can
stick a few gels in your wetsuit sleeves,
but your hands may be too cold to open
them. The stations on course serve up
energy bars, gels, bananas, candy, bread,
sausages and cinnamon buns. Word of
advice on the creamy buns: Stay away
unless you have an iron stomach or you
may be stuck between a rock and a hard
place (in a wetsuit).

On Your Mark

I put the Ötillö on my bucket list since it’s
a perfect partner-friendly challenge. My
husband and I adore endurance sports, but
neither of us will ever win a race. In fact, I
only started running six years ago to mark
the occasion of my 40th birthday.
The thrill of the SwimRun is that it’s
you and your partner against the land.

You’re not running in a big group with
a nicely defined course. Instead, you’re
pulling yourselves out of the Baltic Sea
only to slide on the rocks and fall back in;
you’re trying to determine trail markers—
is it right or left?—through the dense
woods. Nothing is as empowering as
crossing these islands and earning your
badge of honor from Mother Nature.
We qualified for Ötillö by competing
in shorter SwimRun events. Our past
races have had one or two cutoffs (points
at which if you weren’t on pace, you’d
be pulled from the course). Ötillö has
five, and they are very tight indeed. The
weather forecast for the race showed unseasonably cold and wet days. This was a
concern because even though we trained
faithfully and were in the best shape of
our lives, the slippery rock trails can feel
like running across sheets of ice.
Our wetsuits had been patched up
after a past race, where they were torn
from branches and tree trunks. And we
figured why bother investing in quality
suits when they would just rip again.
As race day approached, the weather
improved and warmed, so the day before
we decided to cut the arms and legs off
of our wetsuits (still wearing our longsleeve Merino wool shirts underneath) as
it would be too hot to run the 21K stretch
in a full wetsuit.
This is what’s called a “rookie mistake.”
Now I understand the adage “race in
what you train in.” The night before the
race, the rain tapered to a drizzle but that

BARE ESSENTIALS
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Saunas have been part of the
Swedish tradition for some 300
years, although more recently it’s been suggested that a
“bastus” is the key to enhancing
sport performance by stimulating muscles and lowering blood
pressure. To master becoming
a Swedish sauna-goer, there’s
one rule to remember: towel
only. The Swedes are not shy to bare all and, in most public bathhouses, signs show
no bathing suits or shorts, but a towel is fine (whew!). At international spas, like the
iconic Sturebadet Spa in Stockholm, notices usually explain etiquette. Americans
have hang-ups about both nudity and sweating, so how better to overcome them
than perspiring profusely in a room full of naked strangers?

ultimately meant wet terrain. We had
been forewarned about the first leg of
Ötillö moving very slowly because of the
technical running, and this was reiterated during the race briefing: extremely
slippery, deep drops, safety first. Oh, and
the current looked to be the strongest in
the 10-year history of the race.
Race morning, all teams were kitted up
and ready to go. You run from the main
lodge 1.2K along a muddy path through
the woods, down to the water where the
longest swim is your first: 1.75K. It can be
confusing between looking for the strobe
light on the other island and seeing the
lighthouse flashing, especially when the
water is choppy.
I was in fine form and took off in the
water, but my husband was nowhere in
sight. I waited, and then swam back a
little. It was the oddest thing. I could see
him madly crawling with his hand paddles but he wasn’t advancing. And he’s a
strong swimmer.
So without properly testing our wetsuits after we cut them, and following
three months of training, he was sinking as water pooled under his arms. As
we lagged in time, the waters became
dangerously rough. By our fourth swim,
the 15 minutes it should have taken us to
do 500 meters took nearly an hour as the
wetsuit continued to balloon. On land, we
went all out, took risks, falling on our ribs,
cutting our knees, trying to protect our
heads—but it was a lost effort. We didn’t
make the initial cut off.
For the first time for either of us, we
did not cross the finish line. Disappointment, humiliation, lack of confidence—all
of these emotions would come once I
thawed out. However, we were in good
company. Rory Bosio took a wrong
turn and didn’t make the cut-off either.
Nor did a mixed team that was part of
Pippa Middleton’s group, and they had
all trained on the course and carried
the most expensive equipment you can
imagine. And it goes when you race
against nature.
The day after the event, we went
to Wolff-Wear in Stockholm for some
much-needed retail therapy, indulging in
top-of-the-line wetsuits. Lesson learned:
Invest in the equipment as much as the
training.
We will head back for Ötillö this year
and will keep doing so until we cross that
finish line. It’s my white whale.

